
WRITING A UK CHEQUE PRINTING

ChequePRO is intelligently designed tool that enables user from any country to use the application, The cheque
alignment engine helps user to configure the cheque dimensions as desired. To ease this process the cheque templates
are available for a lot of banks from different.

ChequePRO is a cheque writing software that prints on any size of cheque from any country to a normal office
printer. Which printers are supported? Does ChequePRO has any business intelligent reports? Take a look at
the best current accounts on the market to find the one that is right for you. Amount in numbers This should be
entered in the small box on the right hand side, must match the amount in words and should include pounds
and pence. Amount in words When you write the amount in words you need to write the amount in full,
followed by the word ONLY - this is to stop anyone amending the amount written on your cheque. Can I add
new bank cheque format and how easy is it? How flexible is ChequePRO? How long is the learning curve?
We provide email as well as Remote Desktop Support free of cost. How do I get Support when required? Date
The date will usually be the day you are writing the cheque and needs to include the day, month and year. You
can post date your cheque by writing a date in the future, this will prevent the recipient from cashing it until
that date. Yes user can download ChequePRO from the link Download , All features are fully enabled during
the trial period, after which the user must purchase a license to continue using them. If you are making the
cheque out to an individual you will need to use their full name, for example "Martin Lane" or "M Lane". It is
always worth checking that you have the right current account for you, especially as now you can switch your
current account in just 7 days. ChequePRO is a simple to use software, with just couple of clicks you are up
and running, Any person preparing cheque would be able to use and love ChequePRO instantly. What else
you need to know about cheques So what happens after you have written your cheque and given it to the
payee? Yes ChequePRO includes 's of bank templates which has images and alignment of various banks from
various countries. ChequePRO's business intelligent reports provide historical record on issued cheque, Bank
Statement, Management reports, Reconciliation, others. Can I try the software before purchasing? No, Use the
existing cheque books issued by the bank, All the user needs is to, tear the cheque leaf from the cheque book
and place it into the printer. However, cheques are only valid for six months, so be sure to cash them before
they expire. Payee name You need to write the payee's name as it appears on their bank account. ChequePRO
is built on the ideology of utilizing existing resources. It is also common practice to draw a line through the
rest of the amount box after the word ONLY.


